The CCDC CSiR Center is developing wearable authentication tokens that will enable Soldiers at every echelon to prove their identity when operating systems, devices and applications on the Army tactical network.

The APG Dental Clinic provides care to military beneficiaries and DoD employees. KUSAHC has two locations: the main clinic on APG North (Aberdeen) and an occupational health satellite clinic on APG South (Edgewood). KUSAHC is committed to providing quality healthcare and preventive health programs and services to military beneficiaries and DoD employees to preserve and promote health resilience, readiness, wellness and the safety of the community. Clinic hours of operation are Monday-Friday, 6:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. For more information, call 410-278-2729, or visit https://kusahc.nerc.amedd.army.mil.

U.S. Army Rapid Capabilities and Critical Technologies Office (RCCTO)
The Army Rapid Capabilities and Critical Technologies Office (RCCTO), or RCCTO, is chartered to develop and maintain integrated modernization architecture by working with the Army Futures Command and other organizations to analyze and verify real-world requirements, defend against vulnerabilities, and develop and field tactical residual combat capabilities to support Army missions. The RCCTO works closely with other Army organizations such as the Army Futures Command and the Program Executive Offices to align under the Military Intelligence Readiness Command (MIRC). Their primary mission is to provide Intelligence derived from the collection and exploitation of foreign material. The core task of the 203D is to establish the Captured Material Exploitation Center (CMEC) in a deployed environment. With a battalion of over 250 Soldiers and 48 different MOSs, each MOS is leveraged in the exploitation of foreign material as Intelligence professionals. For most of the non-MI Soldiers, this is the only time in their career that they will be Intelligence collectors supporting the Intelligence Community. For opportunities within the battalion or for further information, contact the Battalion S1 at 410-278-0448.
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U.S. Army Rapid Capabilities

The Army Rapid Capabilities and Critical Technologies Office (RCCTO) is a team of professionals dedicated to excellence and unified in service to active-duty, National Guard and Reserve Soldiers who are on orders for more than 30 days at APG.

The RCCTO provides the necessary force that supports Army missions. Under its Go First Class program, Soldiers receive annual oral care procedures, such as exams, cleanings, and fluoride treatments, during a single appointment.

For more information, call 410-278-1779 or visit https://dencom.army.mil/CMDC/NRDC/#/APGDC/C SitePage/Home.aspx.

Kirk U.S. Army Health Clinic (KUSAHC)
The Kirk U.S. Army Health Clinic, or KUSAHC, proudly provides medical services to approximately 22,000 military beneficiaries and DoD employees.

KUSAHC has two locations: the main clinic on APG North (Aberdeen) and an occupational health satellite clinic on APG South (Edgewood). KUSAHC is committed to providing quality healthcare and preventive health programs and services to military beneficiaries and DoD employees to preserve and promote health resilience, readiness, wellness and the safety of the community.

Army's Public Health

Headquartered at APG South (Edgewood), the U.S. Army Public Health Command is aligned under the Military Intelligence Readiness Command (MIRC). Their primary mission is to provide Intelligence derived from the collection and exploitation of foreign material. The core task of the 203D is to establish the Captured Material Exploitation Center (CMEC) in a deployed environment. With a battalion of over 250 Soldiers and 48 different MOSs, each MOS is leveraged in the exploitation of foreign material as Intelligence professionals. For most of the non-MI Soldiers, this is the only time in their career that they will be Intelligence collectors supporting the Intelligence Community. For opportunities within the battalion or for further information, contact the Battalion S1 at 410-278-0448.
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